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ABSTRACT

Alanguage learning System comprises a Video recording and
playing System for playing a recording media, Such as a
VCR tape, which records a first voice Signal of a first Speaker
and a Second Voice signal of a Second Speaker. The Video
recording and playing System has a first channel and a
Second channel which are exclusively responsive to the first
Voice Signal and the Second Voice Signal, respectively. A
channel Selecting device Selects at least one of the first voice
channel and the Second Voice channel So that at least one of

the first voice Signal and the Second Voice Signal is repro
duced. As a result, the user can practice conversation with
the Selected Speaker in place of the non-Selected Speaker.
17 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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used for a language learning System in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is an explanatory illustration of editing a recording
tape used for a language learning System.
FIG. 3 Shows an overall configuration of a language
learning system coupled to a VCR and a TV monitor having
an audio System in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention.
FIGS. 4(a)-4(c) are explanatory illustrations of practicing
a foreign language conversation using a language learning
system shown in FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is an explanatory illustration of a TV monitor with
text data being displayed.

VIDEO LEARNING SYSTEMAND METHOD

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 08/327,510
filed Oct. 21, 1994 now abandoned.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a learning System
employing video equipment and, in particular embodiments,

to a System for learning a second language (Such as English).

2. Description of Related Art
Recently, various Systems for learning languages have
become popular. Traditionally, languages were learned in a
conventional classroom environment with a live instructor.

15

However, more recently, private learning Systems are gain
ing popularity. In this connection, recording and playing

An audiovisual System to be used for a language learning
System in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention is generally indicated at numeral 10. Typically, the
audiovisual System 10 includes a Video cassette recorder

equipment, Such as Video cassette recorders (VCRs), are

often used for learning languages by many people. In
particular, VCRS have Several advantages in learning lan
guages because they can provide audiovisual aids which
may be enhanced with Video pictures. However, when a
learner uses the VCR equipment for learning languages, in
many cases, he only watches a video picture and listens to
conversations in the video picture. Such a "passive’ learning
method may not be enjoyable or effective in learning lan

(VCR) 12 for playing a video tape 14. In one embodiment,
the Video tape 14 records an image Signal 16, a first Sound

for channel CH1 and a second Sound for channel CH2. The
25

guageS.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of embodiments of the present invention to
provide a learning System using an ordinary Video recording
and playing equipment, Such as Video cassette recorders

(VCRs), Laser Disc players, Compact Disc players and
CD-ROMS.

It is another object of embodiments of the present inven
tion to provide a learning System for learning languages
using an ordinary video recording and playing equipment.
This is achieved by, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention, a learning System comprising a
novel channel Selecting device used with, for example, a
VCR system for playing a magnetic tape and a Stereo audio
System coupled to the VCR system. The magnetic tape
records an image Signal and a Stereo audio signal which
includes at least a first voice Signal and a Second Voice
Signal. The audio System has a first voice channel and a
Second Voice channel which are exclusively responsive to
the first voice signal and the Second Voice Signal, respec
tively. The channel Selecting device Selects at least one of the
first voice channel and the Second Voice channel So that at
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FIG. 1 illustratively shows an audiovisual system having

a video cassette recorder (VCR) and a TV monitor which are

A master Video tape 32, Such as, for example, a one inch
width tape which may be widely used in broadcasting
Stations, is used. For example, the master Video tape 32
records audio signals at four tracks for four voice channels
CH1, CH2, CH3 and CH4 and an image signal at an image
recording track. The master Video tape 32 records a first

voice signal (1) and a second Voice signal (2) at channel CH

1, and Sound effect and a background music at channel CH
2. Channel CH3 may be blanked so that the user can record
a desired Sound or voice Signal. Channel 4 may be used for
Storing address signals.
The master tape 32 having the above mentioned signals
may be edited in a manner described below. First, the voice

Signal (1) and the voice signal (2) are separated. The voice
Signal (1) is mixed with the Sound effect and the background

Selects at least one of the first voice channel and the Second

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

audiovisual system 10 also includes a TV monitor system
22. The TV monitor system 22 has a TV monitor 24, a first
Sound generating device 26 for generating the first recorded
Sound at CH 1 and a Second Sound generating device 28 for
generating the Second recorded Sound at CH 2. To Selec
tively generate recorded sound at the channel CH 1 and the
channel CH 2, both VCR and TV monitor system 22 are
equipped with a Hi-Fi Stereo System. A caption generating
device 30 is provided between the VCR 12 and the TV
monitor system 22 to generate a caption recorded in the
video tape 14.
Referring to FIG. 2, in accordance with one embodiment
of the present invention, the Video tape 14 is prepared in a
manner described herein below.

least one of the first voice signal and the Second Voice Signal
is reproduced. In another embodiment, the Switching device
Voice channel So that at least one of the first voice Signal and
the Second Voice Signal is not reproduced. In accordance
with one embodiment of the present invention, when the
magnetic tape records a conversation between a first role and
a Second role representative of the first voice Signal and the
Second Voice Signal, respectively. One of the first and Second
Voice Signals may be Selected to play corresponding one of
the first and second roles, while the other may be muted. As
a result, the user can practice conversation with the Selected
role in place of the non-Selected role.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

music and recorded at channel CH 1 of a Second Video tape
55

34. The voice signal (2) is mixed with the sound effect and

the background music and recorded at channel CH2 of the
second video tape 34. Therefore, both channel CH 1 and
channel CH 2 of the second video tape 43 record the same
Sound effect and background music. For learning languages,

60
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the first voice signal (1) and the Second Voice Signal (2) are
recorded respectively at channel CH 1 and channel CH2 on
a commercially available tape 36, Such as, for example, a
half inch VHS tape, Beta system tape and 8 mm VCR tape.
The image Signal is recorded in an appropriate image
recording track of the tape 36.
Referring to FIG. 3, an overall language learning System
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention
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activated, while the Switch 60 is inactivated, only the speech
of the first speaker A is heard from the left loudspeaker 54,
as shown in FIG. 4(b). However, the speech of the second
speaker B is not heard from the right loudspeaker 56. This
feature allows the user (learner) to speak in place of the
Second Speaker B in response to the Speech of the first
Speaker A. The user may read the caption to assist his speech
practice. At any time during this role play, the user may
activate the Switch 60 to play the speech of the second
Speaker B, So that the user may repeat the Speech of the
speaker B which is heard from the right loudspeaker 56. On

3
is generally indicated at 40. The language learning System
40 includes a TV monitor system 42, a VCR 44 coupled to
the TV monitor system 42 and a video tape 46. The video
tape 46 records, for example, Voice Signal and image Signal
of a language learning program, in a similar manner as
Sound and image Signals are recorded in the tape 36 as
described above. For example, the video tape 46 records a
first voice Signal of a first Speaker with Sound effect and
background music at channel CH 1, a Second Voice signal of
a Second Speaker with the Same Sound effect and background
music at channel CH2 and a Video image Signal at an image
recording channel. The Video tape 46 may be Stored in a tape
cassette 48. The TV monitor system 42 is provided with a
left loudspeaker 54 and a right loudspeaker 56.
The VCR 44 is provided with a switch 58 for channel CH

the other hand, when the Switch 60, which associates with
15

channel CH 2 and the right loudspeaker 56, is activated,
while the Switch 58 is inactivated, only the speech of the
Second Speaker B is heard from the right loudspeaker 56, as

1 and a Switch 60 for channel CH2. Switches 58 and 60 are

shown in FIG. 4(c). However, the speech of the first speaker

manually and externally controllable. The channel CH 1
associates with the left loudspeaker 54 and the channel CH
2 associates with the right loudspeaker 56. Therefore, for
example, when the Switch 58 is activated while the video
tape 46 is being replayed, only the audio signal recorded at

A is not heard from the left loudspeaker 54. The user can
practice Speech in place of the first Speaker A in response to
the Speech of the Second Speaker B.
During the Speech practice as described above, the Sound
effects and the background music recorded on the VCR tape
46 may be reproduced and heard from both loudspeakers 54
and 56 without regard to the selection of the channels CH 1

channel CH 1 (for example, including a first voice of the first
Speaker, Sound effect and background music) are reproduced
by the left loudspeaker 54. On the other hand, when the
Switch 60 is activated, only the audio signal recorded at

and CH 2.
25

channel CH2 (for example, including a second Voice of the
Second speaker, Sound effect and background music) is

reproduced by the right loudspeaker 56. When both of the
Switches 58 and 60 are activated, audio signals recorded at
channel CH 1 and channel CH 2 are reproduced by both
loudspeakers 54 and 56. In a preferred embodiment, both the
VCR 44 and the TV monitor system 42 are of Hi-Fistereo
system to selectively reproduce the recorded audio signals at
channels CH 1 and CH2. In one embodiment, the Switches

58 and 60 may be activated by a remote controller 62.
The TV monitor system 42 may include a microphone 64
which is coupled to TV monitor system so that the user can
hear his own speech from the loudspeakers 54 and 56.
Optionally, a separate loudspeaker 66 may be coupled to the
microphone 64 and the TV monitor system 42 as shown in
a phantom line.
In one embodiment, when a caption is not recorded on the
VCR tape 46, a caption generating System 68 may be
optionally coupled to the VCR 44 to provide a caption in a
video picture displayed on a TV monitor 70 of the TV
monitor System 42. However, when a caption is already
recorded on the VCR tape 46, Such a caption generating
System is not required because the caption is provided by the
caption generating device 30.
In operation, the language learning System 40 is used in
a manner described below in one preferred embodiment of
the present invention.
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As shown in FIG. 4(a), both of the Switches 58 and 60 are

activated So that both Speeches of first and Second Speakers
A and B are generated by the left loudspeaker 54 and the
right loudspeaker 56, respectively. In this case, for example,
the speech of the first speaker A is heard from the left
loudspeaker 54 and the Speech of the Second Speaker B is

heard from the right loudspeaker 56. As shown in FIG. 4(a),

both speeches of the Speakers A and B may optionally be
captioned and displayed on the TV monitor 70 in synchro
nism with the video image displayed on the TV monitor 70.
One of the switches 58 and 60 on the VCR 44 may be
activated to generate only one of the Speeches of the
speakers A and B. For example, when the Switch 58, which
associates with channel CH 1 and the left loudspeaker 54, is

AS described above, the language learning System 40
mutes either or both of the Speeches of the Speakers A and
B to thereby allow the user to practice a role play. The user
is also assisted by the caption during practicing the conver
sation of the Speakers A and B. Learning efficiency is further
enhanced by the video image provided by the VCR system,
and by the user's own Voice generated by the microphone 64
and heard from the speakers 54 and 56.
As shown in FIG. 5, the TV monitor displays a list of
Vocabulary which may be used in a dialogue. Such a
vocabulary list may be recorded on the VCR tape 46 and
may be displayed after a preceding dialogue is finished and
before a following dialogue is started.
In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, an indication may be provided for indicating the
timing when Speech in a language learning program is
muted. For example, an indication may be displayed on the
TV monitor 70 to show one of the speakers A and B starts
Speaking when both of the Speeches by the Speakers A and
B are muted. In response to the indication, the user can Start
Speaking the part of the Speech which is indicated by the

55
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In accordance with another embodiment of the present
invention, a computer learning program may be used to
automatically control the selection of the Switches 58 and 60
which are programmed in Synchronism with a language
learning program replayed on the VCR system 44. Such a
learning program may also control the operation of the VCR
System 44, Such as, for example, replaying, Stopping and
rewinding of the VCR system 44 according to a programmed

procedure. In this case, a personal computer (not shown)
may be connected to the VCR system 44 to run the computer
learning program.
It is seen from the above that the present invention
provides a unique language learning System which provides
more realistic language learning environments using an
audiovisual system, such as, a Hi-Fi stereo VCR system.
It will, of course, be understood that modifications of the

65

present invention, in its various aspects will be apparent to
those skilled in the art, Some being apparent only after Study
and others being matters of routine mechanical design. For
example, although the embodiment described above is

5,810,598
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S
directed to replaying Speeches of Speakers in a language
learning program, other voices and Sounds may be used for

a different program. For example, a duet (a musical piece for
two of the same musical instruments) may be practiced in a
manner Similar to the procedure described above.
Furthermore, a tape may have three or more channels. For
example, Such a tape may record a first voice Signal repre
Senting a Song Sung by a professional Singer at channel CH
1, a Second Voice signal at channel CH2, and a background
music and Sound effects at channel CH3. When channel CH

1 is not Selected So that the Singer's Song is muted, the user
can sing along the background music recorded at channel
CH 3. Still further, with respect to the tape having three
channels, channels CH1 and CH2 or channels CH2 and CH

3 may be selected. Other embodiments are also possible,
with their Specific designs depending upon the particular
application. AS Such, the Scope of the invention should not
be limited by the particular embodiment herein described
but should be defined only by the appended claims and
equivalents thereof.

15

What is claimed is:

1. A user-operated conversation learning System compris
ing:
a recording medium on which a first voice Signal for a first
audio channel, a Second Voice Signal for a Second audio
channel and a Video image Signal associated with the
first and Second Voice Signals are recorded;
a multi-channel audio and Video signal reproducing
device having at least first and Second audio channels,
Said device including means for reading Signals
recorded on the recording medium and producing the
Video image Signal, a first audio Signal on the first audio
channel and a second audio signal on the Second audio
channel, wherein the first audio Signal includes the first
Voice Signal but not the Second Voice Signal, and the
Second audio signal includes the Second Voice Signal
but not the first voice Signal;
a display device operatively coupled to receive the Video
image Signal and display images corresponding to the
Video image Signal;
a speaker System operatively coupled to receive the first
and Second audio signals on the first and Second audio
channels and produce Sound corresponding to the first
and Second Voice Signals,
a manual channel deactivation Switch operatively coupled
to Selectively deactivate at least one of the first and
Second audio channel for Selectively inhibiting the
Speaker System from producing Sound corresponding to
at least one of the first and Second Voice Signals,
wherein upon deactivation of one of the audio channels,
the user may orate Sound corresponding to the Voice
Signal for the deactivated audio channel.
2. A System as recited in claim 1, wherein the recording
medium comprises a multi-track recording medium having

25

of:

providing a recording medium on which a first voice
Signal corresponding to a first Speaking character's
Voice in a conversation is recorded for a first audio

channel, a Second Voice Signal corresponding to a
Second Speaking character's Voice in the conversation
is recorded for a Second audio channel and a Video
35
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either one or both of the first and Second audio channels.

reading Signals recorded on the recording medium with a
multi-channel audio and Video signal reproducing
device and producing the Video image Signal on a Video
channel, a first audio Signal on a first audio channel and
a Second audio signal on the Second audio channel,
wherein the first audio signal includes the first voice
Signal but not the Second Voice Signal, and the Second
audio signal includes the Second Voice Signal but not
the first voice Signal;
displaying images corresponding to the Video image Sig
nal on a display device operatively coupled to the audio
and Video signal reproducing device;
providing a speaker System operably coupled to the audio
and Video Signal reproducing device, to produce Sound
corresponding to the first and Second Voice signals,
manually deactivating at least one of the first and Second
audio channels for Selectively inhibiting Sound corre
sponding to at least one of the first and Second Voice
Signals from being produced by the Speaker System, to
SuppreSS at least one of the first and Second Speaking
character's voice in the conversation;

60

wherein upon deactivation of one of the audio channels,
the user may orate Sound corresponding to the Speaking
character's voice for the deactivated audio channel,

while viewing the Video images corresponding to the
conversation between the first and Second Speaking

track.

4. A System as recited in claim 1, wherein Said manual
channel deactivation Switch includes means for deactivating

image Signal corresponding to images of the conver
sation between the first and Second Speaking characters
is recorded for a video channel;

at least first and Second audio tracks, wherein the first voice

Signal but not the Second Voice Signal is recorded on the first
audio track and the Second Voice Signal but not the first voice
Signal is recorded on the Second audio track.
3. A System as recited in claim 1, wherein a background
audio signal is recorded with the first voice Signal on the first
audio track and a corresponding background audio signal is
recorded with the Second Voice Signal on the Second audio

5. A System as recited in claim 1, further comprising a
microphone for receiving an audible Signal from the user
and providing a microphone voice Signal corresponding to
the received audible signal, the Speaker System being opera
tively coupled to the microphone for producing Sound
corresponding to the microphone voice Signal.
6. A System as recited in claim 5, wherein the Speaker
System includes a first Speaker operatively coupled to
receive the first audio Signal but not the Second audio signal,
a Second Speaker operatively coupled to receive the Second
audio signal but not the first audio signal, and a third speaker
operatively coupled to receive the microphone voice Signal.
7. A System as recited in claim 1, wherein the Speaker
System includes a first Speaker operatively coupled to
receive the first audio Signal but not the Second audio signal,
and a Second Speaker operatively coupled to receive the
Second audio Signal but not the first audio signal.
8. A System as recited in claim 1, further comprising a
caption generating device operatively coupled to the audio
and Video signal reproducing device and to the display
device for generating a caption Signal corresponding to a
Video image of written text associated with at least one of the
first and Second Voice Signals and for providing the gener
ated caption signal to the display device for displaying an
image corresponding to Said written text.
9. A method of learning a conversation between first and
Second Speaking characters, the method comprising the Steps

65

characters.

10. A method as recited in claim 9, wherein the recording
medium comprises a multi-track recording medium having
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the Second Voice Signal, and the Second audio signal
includes the Second Voice Signal but not the first voice
Signal;
coupling a display device to the audio and Video signal
reproducing device for displaying images correspond
ing to the Video image Signal;
coupling a speaker System operably to the audio and Video
Signal reproducing device, to produce Sound corre
sponding to the first and Second Voice Signals,
coupling a manual Switch for manually deactivating at

at least first and Second audio tracks, wherein the first voice

Signal but not the Second Voice Signal is recorded on the first
audio track and the Second Voice Signal but not the first voice
Signal is recorded on the Second audio track.
11. A method as recited in claim 9, wherein a background
audio signal is recorded with the first voice Signal on the first
audio track and a corresponding background audio signal is
recorded with the Second Voice Signal on the Second audio
track.

12. A method as recited in claim 9, further comprising the
Steps of:
receiving an audible signal from the user in a microphone
and providing a microphone Voice signal correspond
ing to the received audible Signal; and
operatively coupling the Speaker System to the micro
phone for producing Sound corresponding to the micro
phone voice Signal.
13. A method as recited in claim 9, further comprising the
Step of generating a caption Signal With a caption generating
device operatively coupled to the audio and Video signal
reproducing device and to the display device, the caption
Signal corresponding to a Video image of written text asso
ciated with at least one of the first and Second Voice signals
and for providing the generated caption Signal to the display
device for displaying an image corresponding to Said written

least one of the first and Second audio channels for
15

15. A method as recited in claim 14, wherein a back

ground audio signal is recorded with the first voice Signal on
the first audio track and a corresponding background audio
Signal is recorded with the Second Voice Signal on the Second
audio track.
25

teXt.

14. A method of making a user-operated conversation
learning method comprising the Steps of
recording first and Second Voice Signals on first and
Second respective audio tracks of a multi-track record
ing medium, wherein the first voice Signal but not the
Second Voice Signal is recorded on the first audio track
and the Second Voice Signal but not the first voice Signal
is recorded on the Second audio track;

recording a Video image Signal on a Video track of the
multi-track recording medium;
coupling a multi-channel audio and Video signal repro
ducing device to read signals recorded on the recording
medium and produce the Video image Signal, a first
audio signal on the first audio channel and a Second
audio signal on the Second audio channel, wherein the
first audio signal includes the first voice Signal but not

Selectively inhibiting Sound corresponding to at least
one of the first and Second Voice Signals from being
produced by the Speaker System;
wherein upon deactivation of one of the audio channels,
the user may orate Sound corresponding to the Voice
Signal for the deactivated audio channel.
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16. A method as recited in claim 14, further comprising
the Steps of:
receiving an audible signal from the user in a microphone
and providing a microphone Voice Signal correspond
ing to the received audible Signal; and
operatively coupling the Speaker System to the micro
phone for producing Sound corresponding to the micro
phone Voice Signal.
17. A method as recited in claim 14, further comprising
the Step of generating a caption signal with a caption
generating device operatively coupled to the audio and Video
Signal reproducing device and to the display device, the
caption signal corresponding to a Video image of written text
asSociated with at least one of the first and Second Voice

40

Signals and for providing the generated caption signal to the
display device for displaying an image corresponding to Said
written text.

